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Resumen:

Computing systems for AI workloads have evolved towards data-center clusters of GPUs and TPUs, with
architectures optimized for performing linear algebra and tunable for variable precision. As new AI
paradigms emerge, more distinct divergence between hardware architectures for powering AI and other
workloads are observed. GPU manufacturers are developing different architectures and chipsets for the
HPC/supercomputing, cloud, edge computing, and robotics domains. FPGA vendors are also joining this
ecosystem (e.g., Intel FPGAs deployed within Microsoft Azure). Moving forward, many industries and
services ranging from cloud computing to consumer electronics are making hardware-accelerated AI a
prominent component in their portfolio. In this talk, some examples of AI hardware architectures and
available silicon technologies will be presented. The concept of co-design will be discussed. This makes
the unique needs of an application domain transparent to the hardware design process. Finally, an
overview of design automation tool flows will be presented to gain an understanding of how to support
a high productivity framework for domain experts to design and deploy AI hardware.
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